
The Celestron PowerSeeker 40TTAZ telescope is a great way to open up the 
wonders of the Universe to the aspiring astronomer. The PowerSeeker 
40TTAZ is lightweight and easy to set up, making it an excellent choice for 
the beginning astronomer.

Features Benefits

40mm refractor with erect image optics Ideal for both astronomical and land observing

Includes 20mm (20x), 8mm (50X) , 1.5x 
erecting eyepiece, and 2x Barlow lens 

Provides an increase in viewing power hundreds of times 
greater than that of the unaided eye

Quick and easy no-tool set up Perfect for beginners

Fully coated glass optics with high 
transmission coatings 

Enhanced image brightness, contrast and clarity

"The Sky® X” First Light edition CD-ROM 10,000 object database and enhanced images

Nylon Carry Bag For easy traveling and storage

2 Year Warranty Consumers buy with confidence

Locate and identify thousands of 
celestial objects on your laptop or PC 
with “The Sky®” Level 1 software .  
A $49.95 value included FREE with 

every PowerSeeker model.

PowerSeeker 40TTAZ Telescope
with “The Sky® X” Software

Item #21007



PowerSeeker 50TTAZ Telescope
with “The Sky® X” Software

The Celestron PowerSeeker 50TTAZ telescope is a great way to open up the wonders of the 
Universe to the aspiring astronomer. The PowerSeeker 50TTAZ is lightweight and easy to set 
up, making it an excellent choice for the beginning astronomer.

Features Benefits

50mm refractor with erect image optics Ideal for both astronomical and land observing

Includes 20mm (25x), 8mm (63X) , 1.5x 
erecting eyepiece, and 2x Barlow lens 

Provides an increase in viewing power hundreds
of times greater than that of the unaided eye

Quick and easy no-tool set up Perfect for beginners

Slow motion controls Smooth, accurate  movements to help track subject 

Fully coated glass optics with high 
transmission coatings 

Enhanced image brightness, contrast and clarity

"The Sky® X” First Light edition CD-ROM 10,000 object database and enhanced images

Nylon Carry Bag For easy traveling and storage

2 Year Warranty Consumers buy with confidence

Locate and identify thousands of 
celestial objects on your laptop or PC 
with “The Sky®” Level 1 software .  
A $49.95 value included FREE with 

every PowerSeeker model.
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The Celestron PowerSeeker 40AZ telescope is a great way to open up the wonders of the 
Universe to the aspiring astronomer. The PowerSeeker 40AZ is lightweight and easy to
set up, making it an excellent choice for the beginning astronomer.

Features Benefits

40mm refractor with erect image optics Ideal for both astronomical and land observing

Includes 12.5mm (40x), 8mm (63X),  1.5x 
erecting eyepiece, and 2x Barlow lens 

Provides an increase in viewing power hundreds of times 
greater than that of the unaided eye

Quick and easy no-tool set up Perfect for beginners

Fully coated glass optics with high 
transmission coatings 

Enhanced image brightness, contrast and clarity

"The Sky® X” First Light edition CD-ROM 10,000 object database and enhanced images

Integrated accessory tray Convenient storage of accessories

2 Year Warranty Consumers buy with confidence

Locate and identify 
thousands of celestial 

objects on your laptop or PC 
with “The Sky®” 

Level 1 software .  
A $49.95 value included 

FREE with every 
PowerSeeker model.

PowerSeeker 40AZ Telescope
with “The Sky® X” Software

Item #21008
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